Cheerleading Quotes

Cheerleading quotes can be inspirational, funny and just plain entertaining. So, it is with great pleasure that I share a few from our collection of Cheerleading quotes. Check back often as we add more and don't forget to buy our book for the latest and greatest collection of cheerleading quotes.


"The refs have always been blind, it's our job to make them deaf." And "Flying is the second best thrill to cheerleaders; being caught is the first." 

"It doesn't matter what people think about cheerleading, if it's something that you love to do than that's all that counts." 

"Next time someone tells you cheerleading is easy, tell them to do your routine and then get back to you." 

"A cheerleader is like an elastic, their flexible, they stretch and spring, they get snapped into the air, they do hair, but with too much stress they can break..........cheer hard, love life." 

"Shake what ya momma gave ya and most of all be sassy" 

"Wimps lift Weights, Cheerleaders lift People" 

"Cheerleaders: Made to fly, jump, kick, flip and stunt" 

"Cheer, Cheer, Cheer to get through the year! When you're flying high look to the sky, and say Jesus, Jesus, Jesus!" 

"I Cheer On Two Occasions.. Day *&* Night." 

"Wanna know what CHAMPIONS look like? Gimme 2 minutes and 30 seconds and I'll show you." 

"~*It's a cheer thang, you wouldn't understand!*~ " 

"All women are created equal...then a few become cheerleaders!" 

"Cheerleaders ROCK...Cuz they know how to ROLL" 

"If it's in your heart, it shows in your spirit." 

"To cheer or not to cheer? What a stupid question!!" 

"Cheer as hard as you can, be the best you can at what you do because remember if you don't think you're good there's always a little girl looking up to you thinking she wants to be like you." 

"We may make it look easy, but like all sports it takes hard work and dedication" 

"We practice 3 hours a day, 6 days a week, four weeks a month, and 12 months a year, all for 2.5 minutes of routine . . . is it worth it…OH YEAH!" 

"Cheerleading is the life, and life is cheerleading, anything less would be second rate, and our squad does not use second rate!" " And if u are not cheerleading, you best be snowboarding." 

"I trade sweat for strength. I trade doubt for belief. I trade cheerleading for nothing!" 

"Cheerleading sneakers...$50; Cheerleading Camp...$130; Cheerleading uniform...$175; Being the Cougar Coach and seeing their smiles after coming in first place at CYO competition...PRICELESS"

"Fly high, do or die, dare to dream, cheer extreme." Author Kara, WC, Ohio, USA
"Ability may be what takes you to the top, but it is character that keeps you there." 

"We cheerleaders are peppy and happy and get front row seats to the game!" 


"Without the bases the stunt wouldn't work. Remember that and always thank your bases for a good job well done!" 


"Cheerleading...not just flirts in skirts!" 


"Cheerleading isn't easy if it was more guys would be in it." 


"Not every girl can be a cheerleader, it takes a special kind. Cheerleaders are full of life and a little bit out of their mind." 


"Dance like you never danced before, cheer like no one is watching, and stunt like the world is watching you, because it seems like the whole world is on your hands!" 


"When you think you can't push yourself any farther, reach down and pull out what make you proud to be a cheerleader and show them what you're made of." 


"You can't possibly stick the stunt if you're thinking of all the possible ways you could fall."


"When all else fails in stunting, get back up and do it again!..."Stick it" 


"Cheerleading makes people think differently... suddenly a liberty isn't just a statue in NY, pyramids aren't something you find in Egypt, and jumps are more than just a game of leap frog." 


"It's great! Good practice = good games = good cheerleading!" 


"It is ok to bend over to get your pompons. Remember that the football team is behind you." 


"Now I lay me down to sleep, megaphone and pom poms at my feet!" Author Mo, The Sunshine State
"Think big, act big, believe big and the results will be big"


"There is no I in TEAM!" 


"If cheerleading was any easier it would be called football." 


"There's no halftime for cheerleaders!" 


"It's not a question of WINNING, It's how you CHEER THE GAME." 


"Scream loud to excite the crowd." 


"You have to really love cheerleading to keep up with the schedule!"


"Cheerleading is one of the most physically demanding sports. I don't know what I would do without cheerleading. It relieves stress." 


"Cheerleading is so great and fun! It's a way to work out and make friends at the same time! I luv it!" 


"It's tough, but stick it through." 


"Cheer all out, or don't cheer at all!" 


"The refs have always been blind, it's our job to make them deaf." And "Flying is the second best thrill to cheerleaders; being caught is the first." 



"It doesn't matter what people think about cheerleading, if it's something that you love to do than that's all that counts." 



"Next time someone tells you cheerleading is easy, tell them to do your routine and then get back to you." 


"A cheerleader is like an elastic, their flexible, they stretch and spring, they get snapped into the air, they do hair, but with too much stress they can break..........cheer hard, love life." 


"Shake what ya momma gave ya and most of all be sassy" 



"Wimps lift Weights, Cheerleaders lift People"


"Cheerleaders: Made to fly, jump, kick, flip and stunt" 


"Cheer, Cheer, Cheer to get through the year! When you're flying high look to the sky, and say Jesus, Jesus, Jesus!" 


"I Cheer On Two Occasions.. Day *&* Night." 


"Wanna know what CHAMPIONS look like? Gimme 2 minutes and 30 seconds and I'll show you."


"~*It's a cheer thang, you wouldn't understand!*~ " 


"All women are created equal...then a few become cheerleaders!" 


"Cheerleaders ROCK...Cuz they know how to ROLL" Author ~ºHollzºCheergurlº~, J-town, AR, USA

"If it's in your heart, it shows in your spirit." 


"To cheer or not to cheer? What a stupid question!!" 


"Cheer as hard as you can, be the best you can at what you do because remember if you don't think you're good there's always a little girl looking up to you thinking she wants to be like you."


"We may make it look easy, but like all sports it takes hard work and dedication" 


"We practice 3 hours a day, 6 days a week, four weeks a month, and 12 months a year, all for 2.5 minutes of routine . . . is it worth it…OH YEAH!" 


"Cheerleading is the life, and life is cheerleading, anything less would be second rate, and our squad does not use second rate!" " And if u are not cheerleading, you best be snowboarding."



"I trade sweat for strength. I trade doubt for belief. I trade cheerleading for nothing!" 



"Cheerleading sneakers...$50; Cheerleading Camp...$130; Cheerleading uniform...$175; Being the Cougar Coach and seeing their smiles after coming in second place at CYO competition...PRICELESS" 


"Fly high, do or die, dare to dream, cheer extreme." 


"Ability may be what takes you to the top, but it is character that keeps you there."


"We cheerleaders are peppy and happy and get front row seats to the game!" 


"My boyfriend told me to choose between him and Cheerleading, I'm sure going to miss him" 



"If it's in your heart, it shows in your spirit." 



"Cheerleading is a great sport. You can learn so much from it. I really love cheerleading." 


"Cheerleading Rules! Show 'Em, How we Rock!" 



"Put on a smile, and say your cheers, if you don't, why be a Cheerleader?"


"Cheerleading is life, you must give it your all, and always strive to be on top. It teaches you so much, from how to be a team player, leadership, dedication, confidence, and many other qualities."



"Cheerleading is the best out there!!! Cheerleaders rock!! for all the teams out there good luck and keep cheering!!!"


"Cheerleading is AWESOME!!!!!!"


"Cheerleading is my sport totally! I mean who wouldn't like a sport with dance gymnstics and you get to throw people up in the air! And you know the boys love it! Haha Wink wink! So if you are thinking a sport full of challenges, dance and competition then cheering is your thing!"


"Always have a smile on your face, you never know which fan is watching you!!"


"Cheerleading is a TRUE sport cuz' us Cheerleaders can get hurt!!!! Peace, Love, and CHEERLEADING!!!!!"


"If you can see the obstacles, you've taken your eyes off the goal."


"Some people dream of success, But we get up everyday and work hard for it"


"Judge your success by what you had to give up to get it! To have a truly successful season is not hard, simply have fun, make friends, and give 110% at all times. Cheerleading changes who you are!"


"Cheerleading is suppose to be fun so enjoy yourself."


"Cheerleaading is fun. what do you think?"


"Cheerleading is great way to meet new people and to keep in shape! Keep on rockin'!"


"Everything you need to know, you can learn in Cheerleading!"


"Be aggressive be-e aggressive!"


"Practice does not make perfect, perfect practice makes perfect. We live by that."

"Be a Cheerleader, it's the best"

"Cheerleading not just something you can stop doing, it gets into your blood and stays with you for the rest of your life."

"Reach for the stars, and never say you can't do something!"

"It's all about Captain Kangaroos! No chairs! Stick it! Drop it like it's hot!!"


"This isn't about Cheerleading but it's the best quote! -Life is uncertain... eat dessert first!"

"Focus, hard work, and dedication is what we live by and we always remember to have fun!"

"I love cheer and all of the many awesome qualities it brought to my life."

"I think of Cheerleading as a way of expressing the inner me. I love Cheerleading it is an awesome sport. It brings me up when I am down. I have trust in all my squad mates but I would like to see more guys out there go for the sport. Remember to always smile and give it your all. I love competing and watching those boys shake their bon bons! If cheerleading were any easier they would call it football!!"


"Cheerleading is the only sport for me. I came to Cheerleading through a friend and I love it. I will go on with it untill Im old and not elastic anymore."


"Cheerleading is a rivalry, the competition makes you strong. Cheerleading is reaching out to comfort a sister who is sad, It is defending eachother in good times and bad."


"Cheerleading has been so soo fun!I love it,you meet new people and have fun while your doin it.You learn new things and the camps are soo much fun!"



"Cheerleading is more than a sport, it's my attitude!!"

"I love Cheerleading!! Football players have all season to prove themselves…we have 2 minutes and 30 seconds. That's the difference. The Cheerleading challege - Early morning practice, late night practice, weekend practice, summer-long practice, short skirts, barelegs, freezing rain. And your team is losing by 32…KEEP CHEERLEADING!!!"

"Hands on hips, smile on lips, spirit in your heart,(clap calp)lets start"

"I'm a crowd pleasing, cheer yelling, stunt building, short-skirt wearin', toe-touching, hand clapping, big smilin' CHEERLEADER!"

"Cheerleading is the best thing ever... i love it! It is my life.. and remember Birds watch now you're not the only ones that can fly!!"

"Cheerleaders are angels, because we are the only people who can fly."


"It rocks, best sport in the world! Yes it is a sport!!!!!"


"If Cheerleading was any easier, it would be all guys!!!"


"* * Cheerleading is the ultimate sport! I hope ya enjoy it as much as I do!! * *"

"U can hold, me u can luv, me u can kiss me, and u can touch me, but dont u dare say Cheerleading is not a sport!!!"

"Always keep a smile on your face."


"Cheerleading has brightened and broadened my whole life! I am healthier, happier, more spirited, and feel more complete!"

"If you feel silly, then you are doing it right!"

"Never limit your dreams, you can become what you want if you try."

"Cheerleading is the best that has ever happened to me other than being born and later discovering gymnastics. I encourage everyone to try it at least once then say it is not a sport."

"Have fun, do ur best, and look good doing it"

"Cheerleading, I love it!"

"I live to yell at the team, I live to show that I care, I live to make sure they're pumped, I live to jump the highest, yell the loudest, be the best I can be, I live to CHEER!!"


"It's all about the smile. If you can mess up and still smile then you're a natural born cheerleader. What's a cheerleader without a smile?"


"Cheerleader are the only actual ANGELS, cause they really know how to fly."

"I'm sexy, I'm cute, I'm popular to boot. That's what Cheerleaders are."


"Well I love cheerleading! It rox!"


"I love Cheering, it is a great way to have alot of fun, loose weight, and look good in your uniform."

"Grape nuts: no grapes, no nuts......?"


"Once you start, you can't stop! You have to give 110% all the time!"


"As long as you step off that mat and know you gave a 110% it doesn't matter what palce you get!"


"Cheerleading is a part of you. You live it all the time. People will judge you based upon it, but you can't be ashamed because although they may make fun of you, they are just jealous that you are on of the elite, the superior, the best... a cheerleader!"


"A Picture may be worth a thousand words, but a cheer is worth a thousand smiles"


"There are two people in this world, Cheerleaders and those who want to be.... We try our best and thats all that counts. Girls We can do it!"


"Attitude is a little something that makes a BIG difference!"


"Cheerleading is everything to me. If there was no cheerleading there would be no me. I live to cheer its what I do!!"


"Cheerleading is life! - Cheer loud and Proud!"


"I got spirit! Yes, I do!..I got spirit, how bout you?!"


"Do it, do it well and have fun!"


"Cheerleading allows you to be yourself!"


"Cheerleading is a team sport every1 has to work hard to get 1st place. People say it aint a sport but we work just as hard as any other sport. Cheerleaders are the best!"


"You can do whatever you want, if you try!"


"Any Man can hold a girls hand, but only the Elite can hold their feet!"


"Its so much fun! Girls just think that it is all about popularity, but its not. You have to work really hard if you want to be good at cheerleading. Its just like any other sport!"


"This is to all of the cheerleaders out there: show spirit for your school and never give up in cheerleading."


"There are two kinds of people. Cheerleaders and the one's who wish they were."

"Live or die we always fly high!"


"Train, trust, try and triumph"

"a cheerleader isn't the prettiest girl or the most popular girl. She is a girl who loves to cheer and does it with her whole mind, heart, and soul."


"I am an athelete, yes I am. I am a cheerleader to the end. Spirit and spunk, poms and smiles. Pumping up crowds for miles and miles."


"How you practice is how you perform"


"If football is so sensational why does it take CHEERLEADERS to excite the crowd?!"


"Never be influenced by other people, be an individual. Learn the rules - Then break some!"


"Come to a practice! There's tears, bruises, fears, furious coaches, learning, being awesome! And we still go out there because we love it!"


"I don't just pick up girls, I make them fly!"


"Together we stand, together we fall. All for one and one for all!"


"Gold medals aren't really made out of gold, they are made out of hard work, sweat, determination, and a hard to find alloy called GUTS!"


"There are two people in this world, Cheerleaders and those who want to be.... We try our best and that's all that counts. Girls We can do it!"

"Attitude is a little something that makes a BIG difference!"

"Cheerleading is everything to me. If there was no Cheerleading there would be no me. I live to cheer its what I do!!"

"Cheerleading is life! - Cheer loud and Proud!"


"I got spirit! Yes, I do!..I got spirit, how bout you?!"


"Do it, do it well and have fun!"


"Cheerleading allows you to be yourself!"


"Cheerleading is a team sport everyone has to work hard to get 1st place. People say it ain't a sport but we work just as hard as any other sport. Cheerleaders are the best

"You can do whatever you want, if you try

"Any Man can hold a girls hand, but only the Elite can hold their feet

"Its so much fun! Girls just think that it is all about popularity, but its not. You have to work really hard if you want to be good at cheerleading. Its just like any other sport

"This is to all of the cheerleaders out there: show spirit for your school and never give up in cheerleading."

"There are two kinds of people. Cheerleaders and the one's who wish they were."; 
"Live or die we always fly high!"; 

"Train, trust, try and triumph"; 

"a cheerleader isn't the prettiest girl or the most popular girl. She is a girl who loves to cheer and does it with her whole mind, heart, and soul."; 

"I am an athlete, yes I am. I am a cheerleader to the end. Spirit and spunk, poms and smiles. Pumping up crowds for miles and miles."; 

"How you practice is how you perform"; 
"If football is so sensational why does it take CHEERLEADERS to excite the crowd?!"; 

"Never be influenced by other people, be an individual. Learn the rules - Then break some!"; 

"Come to a practice! There's tears, bruises, fears, furious coaches, learning, being awesome! And we still go out there because we love it!"; 

"I don't just pick up girls, I make them fly!"; 

"Together we stand, together we fall. All for one and one for all!"; 






